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Once again CF Webtools is looking for a web developer and a creative director to
begin. Our company is located in Omaha NE - the jewel of the Midwest and the best
kept secret in the U.S. We offer a competitive salary, health, flex plan, disability, life
ins., and 401k (immediately vested). We have exciting, cutting-edge projects in CF 7,
Farcry, Fusebox and Flex. We offer flexible work hours (1 day a week telecommute
option), bonus structure and referral incentives, and a great crew to join. If you are
interested,send me or Jason your resume. You can also call us at (402) 408 3733. More
about the positions below.
Beginning Web Developer
We have an opening for a beginning web programmer. If you, or someone you know is
just starting out and wants a great opportunity, don't hesitate to email or call us or
send a resume. We will consider applicants from college as well.
Job Description

Must have some knowledge of web programming (PHP, ASP, .NET, JSP or of
course Coldfusion). It can be academic knowledge but you must be able to
demonstrate it.
Any other technical skills are a plus - Linux experience, server configuration,
DBA, familiarity with different database platforms, SDLC experience and the like.
Must be familiar in other aspects of web development like HTML, CSS, XHTML etc.
Must work well with others, but also be able to work independently.
Must be an avid reader of Coldfusion Muse (not really).
Must have an aptitude for grasping and mastering new technologies as they
emerge. We are currently moving into Flex development. This is really the most
important requirement. If you have this ability you will do well in our company
Salary is based on experience.
Designer / Creative Director
We are looking to add a creative person to our team. CF Webtools has always used
contractor to accomplish creative work so this will be our first creative team member.
This is a beginner to intermediate level position. We are looking for someone to grow
with us.
Job Description
Must have some rudimentary knowledge of web programming.
Must be able to produce design concepts as mockups in a graphics program like PS
or Fireworks.
Must be well versed in other aspects of web development like HTML, CSS, XHTML
etc. Our process often requires taking an image based mockup and creating CSS
based templates from it to use in our application programming.
Additional expertise in Flash and/or Flex is a big plus.
Must be able to project confidence to our customers regarding creative work.
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Must be able to project confidence to our customers regarding creative work.
Must work well with others, but also be able to work independently.
Must have an aptitude for grasping and mastering new technologies as they
emerge. We are currently moving into Flex development. This is really the most
important requirement. If you have this ability you will do well in our company.
Salary is based on experience. Omaha is a great place to live with a low cost of living.

